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Policy Analysis: A Review and a Suggestion

ARIE HALACHMI
Tel Aviv University

Policy analysis illuminates the comparative desirability of specific goals and the alternative ways of reaching them. It is generally viewed as a central tool for sound decisions—contributing to a better understanding of the relevant reality by comparing intentions with formal goals and images with actual constraints.

Policy analysis examines different combinations of substantive concepts and modes of implementation in order to estimate the possible contributions of different decisions toward the achievement of prescribed goals. Policy analysis involves (1) investigation of the causal relationships between policies and presumed consequences,\(^1\) (2) prescription of ground rules for future policy making by elaboration of any explanation that may emerge as a result of the investigation.\(^2\) When the identification of a possible linkage between an act and its impact generates a search of an explanation,\(^3\) i.e. a descriptive knowledge of policy making, prescription can be made about the better use of knowledge in policy making.\(^4\) Reflecting on this point Dror concludes that "when policy studies are oriented towards policy improvements . . . some basis must be provided for building bridges between the descriptive explanatory and the prescriptive worlds of discourse. . . . This implies that descriptive-explanatory studies should select concepts which fit the needs of prescriptive analysis, while prescriptive analysis should utilize concepts permitting relevant descriptive-explanatory investigations.\(^5\)

4 The difference between knowledge of policy making and knowledge in policy making was discussed in:
In sum, by generating knowledge of policy making and informing decision makers on the use of knowledge in policy making, policy analysis is expected to contribute to a better fulfillment of more needs. Current approaches to policy analysis tend to concentrate on the ways policies are made (or ought to be made) and on the character of their impact on reality. While these two foci of interest can not be dismissed as unimportant, they do not assure a continuous application of knowledge for improvement of policy making. Following a brief review of the literature, the paper suggests that a use of the methodological basis of evaluation research coupled with due considerations of the contextual factors is capable of leading a better policymaking, i.e. policymaking that brings both the policymaker and the polity closer to their

MODELS OF POLICY ANALYSIS

The taxonomy of models of policy analysis can be done in different ways and cannot be separated from the attempts to categorize public policies per se. One way is to categorize models according to the way they look at a policy's impact on reality. Such taxonomy makes it possible to compare the conceptual bases and methodological significance of models that view policies or their impacts (1) as differential values—e.g., the works of Lindblom, Dror, and other members of the economic rationality school; (2) as changes in the balance or allocation of benefits and cost within the policy—e.g., Mitchell, Curry and Wade and

6 Responsiveness to need i.e. “demands” constitutes an essential element in the analysis of political systems and especially in Easton’s model of politics. When a system approach is used to analyze a political system, it is not necessary to differentiate between the needs of a particular actor and the needs of the system as a whole because both regulate its behavior as suggested by J. S. Sorzano. “David Easton and the Invisible Hand”, The American Political Science Review 69 (March 1975), pp. 98f.

7 The discussions about the utilization of knowledge for better decision making cannot be separated from the discussions about the role of the scientist (or the policy analyst) as the broker of knowledge, cf Irving L. Horowitz. “Social Science Mandarins: Policymaking as a Political Formula,” Policy Sciences, Vol. 1 (Fall 1970), pp. 330-360.


8 An important attempt to suggest such categorization of policies is offered in Lewis A. Froman, Jr. “The Categorization of Policy Contents” in Austin Ranney (ed.) Political Science and Public Policy (Chicago: Markham, 1968) pp. 41-52.


Yehezkel, Dror, Public Policymaking Reexamined (San Francisco: Chandler, 1968).


ILCHMAN, or (3) as micro or macro results—e.g., Froman's early proposal to differentiate between segmental and areal impact.

Another way to classify models of policy analysis is by looking at the way they follow Salisbury and Heinz's differentiation between allocative policies and structural policies—i.e., "decisions which confer direct benefits . . . upon individuals and groups" and decisions "which establish authority structure or rules to guide future allocations." By a careful reference to this dichotomy it becomes possible to classify the work of Bauer, Pool and Dexter, on tariff policies in the first group of policy analysis that deals with allocation of benefits. Normative models that shed light on the appropriate way to allocate resources, e.g., the works of Hitch-McKean, or Trinkl may then be classified in the second group of policy analysis efforts that deal with guidelines for decision making.

The dichotomy that is suggested by Salisbury and Heinz summarizes the attempts of Lowi and others to group policies not only by their impact on reality but also by the attributes of the process by which they are reached.

Recently, it has become possible to identify two general views policy analysis. One view can best be characterized by the controversy over the desired, the possible, and the appropriate orientation of policy analysis as prescriptive or descriptive. The other view advocates the

19 The debate on the desirability of a prescriptive or a descriptive approach to policy analysis was made explicit in the exchange between Dror and Dye on the pages of Policy Studies Journal 1973. See: Ira Sharkansky, (ed.) Policy Analysis in
elaboration and application of a system approach for purposes of policy analysis. While some writers stick to the basic notion of general system theory like Quide, other writers—as Salisbury and Heinz observe—it deal after Easton with demand and support as input to the policy making process and its transformation into output, i.e., public policies. Still other writers like Kaplan or Martin deal with different groups as components of the political system by the use of functional analysis—paying no attention to the criticism of functionalism.

The use of system approach and functional analysis proved to be an important tool for developing a knowledge of policy making as evident in the recent works of Allison, Halberstram, Alexander George, Evans, Moynihan, Donovan and others. However, their potential for
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improving policy making was not available to policy makers because these studies were conducted before or after policies were made. These works were not intended—in formation or substance—to inform particular policymakers. Nevertheless, it does not follow that studies with a similar degree of excellence cannot be carried out in different formats to inform particular policy makers on specific decisions.

The growing demand for better policy analysis in recent years has been preceeded by a spreading demand for social accountability and political responsibility. This demand is a result of (1) the growing political awareness of citizens as subjects of public policies and (2) the realization that while available resources have remained the same (or declined) the critical nature and the complexity of current policy issues have grown.

The response of policy makers to these developments has not been limited to an attempt to improve policies through the introduction of sophisticated techniques for policy analysis, e.g., those that were used in PPBS. In addition (and sometimes instead), policymakers tend to compensate for deficiencies in these techniques or their own limitations by smart political maneuvering. Instead of concentrating on quality as means for substantive success, policy makers look for safeguards that reduce their vulnerability in case of failure. A case in point is the search for citizens’ participation in the specification of goals, for planning etc. The attempt to substitute policy analysis with complicated procedures of citizen participation enabled some policy makers to get a better notion of the priorities among optional policies but not about the merit of their final results. It is not surprising, therefore, that a discussion on techniques of citizen participation starts with the observation that “the unmistakable message of much of the literature concerned with democratic decision making, and of the many practical examples of citizen participation programmes in the planning process is that the exercise is difficult and often traumatic for each participant.”


For a comprehensive bibliography of studies about citizen participation, see: Robert Yim et al., Citizen Organizations: Increasing Client Control Over Services (The Rand Corp. No. 1196—HEW April 1973).
POLICY EVALUATION: CAN IT BE OF ANY HELP TO POLICY MAKERS?

Policy evaluation is concerned with effectiveness, efficiency and the trade-offs between them. For purposes of policy evaluation effectiveness has to do with the change in the environment that is attributed to the substantive impact of a particular activity. Once the impact of a policy or a program is identified, it is possible to refer to the economics (including the political economy) of its attainments, i.e., its efficiency. When the measures of effectiveness, i.e., the amount of change, and efficiency, i.e., its economics, are available, it is possible to define the trade-off rates between them. Therefore, the analysts may conclude whether a major change in one measure can be caused by a marginal modification of the other providing the policy maker with a basis on which to decide whether such changes are desired.

Policy evaluation precedes the choice among alternatives as it monitors implementation or as it assesses the results of previous decisions. Before a choice is made policy evaluation attempts to establish whether an identified course of action is capable of bringing the intended results, i.e., its potential effectiveness and, what would be the optimal procedure of implementation, i.e., its efficiency. When a decision is carried out, policy evaluation provides the basis on which it is possible to find out whether the impact of the policy has nearly been achieved in the desired fashion and within the boundaries of an acceptance ratio of benefit to cost. Thus, policy evaluation, as an operation in real time, leads to modifications of decisions as they are carried out and enhances the attainment of the desired results.

Policy evaluation assumes an 'experimenting society' in which the precautions taken during the making, implementation and completion of an action enable the analyst to use the accumulating experience to inform decision makers. These attributes make policy evaluation different from other modes of policy analysis whose main influence on policy making occurs before a decision is made. An important support of this point can be concluded from Rothstein’s observation that “the

29 Lasswell uses the term “Constitutive appraisal” to describe the activities that are made “in order to discover any significant changes that have taken place in the power position of the individuals, groups, perspectives, or operations involved.” This important element of policy evaluation was overlooked in many cases of evaluation. See Lasswell op. cit. p. 76.

30 The term ‘experimenting society’ was coined by Donald T. Campbell in his paper “Methods for the Experimenting Society: delivered at the Eastern Psychological Association in 1971.” However, in this experimentation is not taken to be restricted to the evaluation of micropolicies. See Henry Teune “Public Policy: Macroperspectives” in Gerald Zaltman (ed.) Process and Phenomena of Social Change (New York: Wiley, 1973), pp. 239-255.
RAND analogy is appealing because RAND's influence has tended to center on the period before an actual decision has to be made".  

Evaluation of various projects in recent years proves that good intentions cannot substitute for technical and substantive knowledge. However, in its current state of development policy evaluation that uses a simple experimental approach to policy making suffers from severe operational deficiencies. Heinz Eulau indicates that if a policy is a political unit's response to a challenge from the environment, experimentation in the true sense poses some questions that are not trivial at all. Seldom can a pre-test and random assignments be made without evocating political consequences that may hamper the feasibility of the policy. The attempts of Eulau and others to develop a causal model in the spirit of Campbels' quasi-experimental approach are still far from being of help to the policy maker.

The notion of evaluation as illuminated by Suchman, Rossi, Weiss or Moursund is important in order to provide a valid knowledge for policy making. However, the notion that is suggested in these writings is not geared to define what aspects of the changes in a political environment should be evaluated and what is their relevancy to policy making. Therefore, an elaboration of policy evaluation as an approach to policy analysis is needed. It is suggested that such an elaboration is possible if some latent elements and implicit assumptions in current models of policy analysis are brought out.

FROM A RATIONAL APPROACH TO A REALISTIC APPROACH

Current approaches to policy analysis are derived—directly or indirectly—from what was termed the rational model. The rational model of decision making, as described by many writers, suffers from all the deficiencies of its kin—Weber’s pure bureaucratic model. We will not elaborate here on all of the various weaknesses of the rational model, but we would like to emphasize these points: (1) the rational model assumes the existence of a substantive goal a priori—an assumption that is not necessarily valid, as has already been suggested by March; and (2) the model does not deal with the possibility that the rationality of an individual’s decisions may violate the rationality of the whole system, e.g., by introducing of inconsistencies among decisions that would hamper the system’s equilibrium; (3) the model assumes that the problem, the array of solutions to it and their rank order remain constant even after a decision has been made.

These points rule out the possibility that policy evaluation (or any other mode of policy analysis) can be based on a value-free analysis of a problem. Instead, it is suggested that in an attempt to define solutions that are Pareto optimum policy evaluation should concentrate on the illumination of needs versus constraints. An explicit identification of these is essential in order to find the feasible policy whose expected impact, i.e., effectiveness, can be reached with such a ratio of benefit to cost, that render it efficient by leaving every one better off.

In order to define constraints, one has to define a frame of reference by making a deliberate choice between (a) the needs of the policy maker—the consumer of the analysis—as an individual (e.g., his political survival); and (b) the needs of the polity.

This choice is not a simple one. Catering to the policy maker’s own needs suggests a simple Machiavellian approach. However, the other choice heading the polity’s needs—may underestimate the policy maker’s aspirations for power and status. The answer to this dilemma lies in the fact that the sponsor of a policy analysis is not the polity, but the policy maker. The policy analyst must refer to the policy maker’s needs as an individual—in order to have any impact on policy making. When an analyst realizes this truth he may discover already the fact that satisfying the policy maker’s needs is coupled with satisfying the polity’s needs by responding to its demands. The constraints on the policy-

maker's freedom of choice result from the "restricted set of opportunities, among which the individual, acting by himself or through a collectivity of some kind, must choose." Therefore, policy analysis may be carried out under the assumption that the rational way for the policy maker to increase the opportunities that are open before him and to promote his own interests is by making the whole polity better off as means are committed to the achievement of goals.

By improving the state of his political system vis a vis other systems or in comparison to its own past, the policy maker becomes better off—provided that he maintains his relative status within it. Consequently, when a policy analyst considers the need to secure or promote the relative political status of the policy maker by probing into the possibilities for enhancing the polity, it makes no difference if the initial start was with the policymakers needs considering the polity's needs as constraints on action or vice versa. Observing this point Sorzano concludes: "System analysis not only regards the actor as behaving in a maximizing fashion but it also characteristically distinguishes between the actor's intention and the objective consequences of his behavior for the system as a whole. At the outset, therefore, system theory distinguishes between two levels—the actor's or micro level and the systematic or macro level. These two levels must somehow be linked if the dynamic element at the micro level—the actor—is to be instrumental in propelling the system towards its preferred state." 39

Policy evaluation should therefore start with contextual definitions. Such definitions may emerge from a careful examination of the elements that constitute the 'policy arena'—the environment in which needs and constraints are defined. This environment includes the main institutions, interest groups, procedures and individuals that exist within the physical surroundings of the policy maker. Graham states that "Knowledge linking institutional and constitutional structures with governmental behavior is necessary even in purely descriptive discussions of the policy process. At the same time such knowledge provides the basis upon which macro evaluation becomes possible. Macro analysis should be directed to the study of those characteristics of the

39 J. S. Sorzano, op. cit., p. 98.
40 For a possible approach to contextual definition and mapping see Lasswell, op. cit., pp. 63f.
41 Theodore Lowi, op. cit.
42 It is assumed that the procedures are reflections of the values, norms of behavior, etc. Thus, the flexibility or rigidity of the procedures (or even their mere existence) indicate the existence and nature of some of the constraints.
policy outputs and eventual policy outcomes.” Such probing should be carried out regardless of the substance of the policy maker’s decision to “establish the parameters and clarify the limitations which will invariably constrain and reduce available courses of public action.”

Institutions, interest groups, procedures and individuals create the context for action, they generate the action and provide some input for it. By identifying and learning them it becomes possible (1) to find out what relations the policy maker needs to have with them in order to achieve certain results, (2) what ought to be changed in order to create these relations or (3) what should be done in order to compensate for their absence. Some writers tended to ignore the important intelligence that could become available by such probing. Giandomenico Majone, for instance, made a fundamental mistake that is expressed in his observation that “in public administration, however, the possibility of substituting one input for another, in order to take advantage of new opportunities and particular circumstances is severely limited by the requirements of fiscal accountability.” Assuming the environment resources of the policy maker to be fixed and tightly regulated, Majone ignores the difference between material and symbolic politics. Thus, the excludes from the realm of feasibility analysis the ability of the policy maker to manipulate and to use symbolic values as political currency that has nothing to do with fiscal accountability.

The policy maker’s relative position in an environment is modified by the means that are used in order to carry out a decision, the resources that are sought in order to carry out subsequent action, and those that are thought to exist at the discretion of the policy maker. When the context of policy making, the relative position of the policy maker in it, and what is needed to produce desired changes are identified, the policy maker is provided with rough but essential estimation of the exchange rates between the resources he lacks and those he can spare. Such an idea may help the policy maker reexamine existing priorities while taking into consideration both constraints and possible trade-offs between the effectiveness of policies and the marginal efficiency of the resources at his discretion.

44 Ibid.
The validity and practical value of policy evaluation that considers the policy maker’s environment and his relative position in it are supported by two basic observations: first, that policy making is a reaction of policy makers in their attempt to serve their own needs (including the psychological need to react) and, second, that there is a relation between the needs of a policy maker and the needs of his constitutes a constraint on the policy maker’s action.

A policy maker’s interest to serve the interests of those elements in his constituency to whom he owes his position (especially in a representative system) has been dealt with in many places. Such studies reveal that certain relations must exist between the needs of the polity and the needs of policy makers as individuals. The empirical findings of these studies rule out the Machiavellian possibility that there can be (for any significant period of time) a substantial discrepancy between the two sets of needs.

The use of the individual needs of a policy maker to identify the relevant aspects for policy evaluation may therefore prove to be not only in line with accepted norms of representation, but also highly realistic and instrumental from the policy maker’s point of view. Thus policy evaluation that follows the conceptual and methodological specifications of evaluation research along with contextual consideration of the policy maker’s (or the polity’s) needs and constraints on action would make both the policy maker and the policy reach a higher rate of efficiency in the use of the available resources. This in turn would enable to satisfy more needs, leaving both the policy maker and policy better off.

